
It’s Saturday at Honeysuckle Market Square—and a busy day 
for the O’Funnigan family, Myra and Milo, and their children, 
Lila and Lolo. The monkeys are popular event planners, and 
today they have organized a fun scavenger hunt for kids while 

the parents do their shopping. 

At first all seems to be going well. It looks like the players on all 
four teams will get a treat! But then, oh-oh. Lila and Lolo begin 

to worry: Maybe one of the clues they thought up is just too 
difficult to solve! 
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☺ The O’Funnigans have hidden one 
banana in each picture inside this book. 

Can you find all 6 bananas?

 



where all the woodland 
creatures work together to take care of 

one another and their environment. 
Every animal family has a special job to 
make every day an adventure. Let your 

imagination run free in the world
 of Li’l Woodzeez®.   

Welcome to 

Honeysuckle Hollow ®

Meet more Li’l Woodzeez® Famileez™
in the back of this book. Visit woodzeez.com





Stripe and Debbie Diggadilly 
flopped onto a soft patch  
of moss by Honeysuckle  

Hollow Pond.

They dipped their paws into 
the cool water and splashed 

their faces.
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“Three to a team,” Lila 
O’Funnigan called to the crowd 
of Honeysuckle Hollow kids. 

“We’ll be starting soon!”

She and her little brother, Lolo, 
stood with their parents, Milo 

and Myra, in the middle of 
Honeysuckle Market Square.
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It was Saturday, one of the 
busiest days of the week for the 

O’Funnigan family, who are 
popular event planners. 

Customers, big and small, 
rely on them to come up

 with fun ideas—magic shows, 
concerts, even skating parties! 
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Today, they have planned an 
event for kids at the shopping 

center while their parents  
run errands. 

“Now that you’re in groups of 
three, Lolo and I will give each 

team a scavenger hunt list,” 
said Myra.
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“Remember,” said Milo 
O’Funnigan, “work together 

and use the clues to find any one 
item on the list—which could be 
anywhere in Market Square.”

“The shopkeepers will let you 
bring it to us,” Myra said. “And  

if each team finds one item, 
everyone gets a treat!”
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“I’m excited we got to  
think up the clues,” Lila 

whispered to Lolo.  
“But I hope we didn’t  
make them too hard.” 

Then Milo shouted,  
“Let the scavenger  
hunt fun begin!”
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The teams started by 
reading all four clues. 

 “I’m a scarf that might 
fly away,” Liv Skyhopper 
read aloud. “We’ll never 

guess that one…”
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 “A-ha! Follow me to the 
clothing shop,” blurted out 

Kelly Quickquack,  
her teammate.  

“A scarf that might fly away!” 
she said, twirling a boa  
of pink feathers around  

her neck. 
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Violet Whiffpuff’s team 
puzzled over the next clue: 

“I’m frozen cold but I don’t 
need a blanket.”

“Oh-oh,” said Lolo. “Violet’s 
team looks so unhappy. What 

if this clue is too hard and 
they can’t guess it?”
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But suddenly Violet’s sister, 
Iris, was leading the team to 

the soda shop. 

“The answer is ice cream!” 
Iris said, as Fizz Oliphant 

treated each teammate  
to a taste of deliciously  

cold ice cream.    
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Lola and Lila noticed that 
Hip and Hop Croakalily  

and Pete Whooswhoo  
looked stumped.   

“If I were bigger, I’d bring 
you along and we could go 
round and round together,” 

Pete read aloud. Hip 
shrugged.    
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Then, “I’ve got it!” 
Hop cried. “Follow me!” 

He hopped over to the train 
in the toy and candy shop.  

“Choo-choo!” Hop said,  
and Pete and Hip clapped. 
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“There’s only one team left 
that hasn’t solved a clue,” 

Lolo said to Lila.  
“And Mom and Dad  
don’t look worried.”

 “Maybe our clues were just 
right,” Lila said, hopefully.  
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And sure enough, Star 
Hoppingood and the 

Woofwinkles were grinning 
from ear to ear. 

“I’m a yellow fruit but there 
are only three letters in my 
name,” Ruby Woofwinkle 

said. “It must be a…” 
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“Banana!” cried Patch 
Woofwinkle, holding up 
a yellow fruit from the 

grocery store. 

“Oh but banana has 
six letters, doesn’t it?” 

asked Ruby.   
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“Banana has 1 b, 2 n’s and 3 
a’s—so only three letters 
all together!” said Patch. 

All the teams cheered—
because each of them 

had solved a clue, 
which meant…  



NEED
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 “Everybody gets a treat,” 
said Myra. 

“Banana cream pie  
for everyone!”  

Milo announced.

“We love scavenger hunts,” 
said Lolo and Lila.  
“And bananas!”
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